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Neomounts offers the most comprehensive, up-to-date assortment of high-quality mounting solutions, according to the 
latest trends in the AV and IT market. 

The products in the Neomounts by Newstar and premium Neomounts Select range are designed with an eye for detail, 
quality, value for money and ease of installation. Our mission is that you always experience the best viewing and working 
position, resulting in optimal posture and maximum comfort whilst using your screen.

With over 25 years of experience, Neomounts offers the best mounting solutions for you and your customers. The 
products are available worldwide through an extensive network of distributors and resellers in the Offi ce, IT and AV 
channels. 

We offer the best support for your business with:

> Local sales support
> Special bid price support for large projects
> Demo units
> Fast delivery
> 5 year warranty

We rise by lifting others

About Neomounts

Neomounts is part of the Global Mounts Group; a 
partnership of Neomounts and B-Tech AV Mounts 
with the most extensive portfolio and worldwide 
distribution. 

www.globalmountsgroup.com

Questions? Don’t hesitate to contact us on telephone number 
+31(0)23-5478888 or email sales@neomounts.com.

www.neomounts.com

Wateringweg 62 | 2031 EJ Haarlem | The Netherlands | +31(0)23-5478888 | info@neomounts.com
www.neomounts.com



The best support for your AV & IT 

Floor stands
Neomounts introduces various new conferencing solutions to the already wide range 
of fl oor stands and wall mounts. These mobile trolleys and wall mounts are suitable 
for screens up to 75 or 100 inch and feature, amongst others, a lockable hardware 
com partment, internal cable management with various in and out outlets and large 
10 cm double caster wheels with brake. The FL50S-825 series consists of 2 manual 
adjustable fl oor stands, while the FL55-875 and WL55-875 series consist of moto-
rised trolleys and wall mounts. A videobar & multimedia kit is optionally available and 
enables the installation of a separate universal cam shelf and multimedia device shelf 
to the trolley. 

Wall mounts
The new heavy duty 950 series wall mounts have a unique extendable design, 
providing a wall mounting solution for displays from 55-110 inch and max 160 kg.
Additionally, a complete easy-install wall mount range is shown, with fi xed, tilt and 
full motion models, from the Neomounts and Neomounts Select product assort ment. 
This range is specifi cally designed to give users the best experience possible; not 
only when using the mount, but also when installing it. Both these wall mounts and 
the heavy-duty models are quick and easy to install due to the included magnetic pull 
& release system, spirit level, fi xing template and bolt box. 

Projector mounts
Several high capacity projector mounts, suitable for both standard and sloped
ceilings, are presented at ISE. The mounts have four extendable arms instead of 
three, which make them even more universally applicable. The mounts feature an
easy release system for quick one person installation and can be leveled, to guarantee 
the best viewing experience.

Tablet mounts
A wide variety of universal tablet mounting solutions is shown; from countertop 
mounts to fl oor stands and wall mounts. Various models can be used in both portrait 
and landscape mode and have various inlay panels to suit different size tablets, extra 
casing space to store a charger and cable management. The casings are lockable 
and in addition, the mount can even be locked entirely to prevent theft.   

The continuous search for new trends and the development of new solutions have 
led to a large amount of new products in all main product categories, to complement 
the existing assortment.

Desk mounts
The desk mount assortment is benefiting from several new additions, to comple -
ment the versatile assortment further. The three new ranges consist of full motion
desk mounts for both single and double screens. The new high-end 950 design
series offers the highest quality and design solution for all screen dimension; 
small and large, including 49″ curved screens up to 18 kg. Another heavy duty
series is the competitive 450 range; these full motion monitor arms have a 
practical handle with soft-touch grip and 100% plastic free packaging, entirely 
made from cardboard and paper. Additionally, the budget-friendly, more basic 
425 range is introduced; these full motion models have a clever space saving 
design with their short upper arms.

Pillar mounts
The new 910 pillar mount series offers a practical solution for the installation of 
screens to columns, without affecting the structure.  The mounts are suitable for 
both cylinder, square and rectangular shaped pillars with a diameter between 
25 and 100 cm. It is possible to lock the mounts using the included anti-theft 
screw or a padlock. The ratchet clamp ensures easy installation, while individual 
bracket height and level adjustment are available for the perfect installation.

Ceiling mounts
The single and double screen ceiling mounts offer a practical solution for both standard 
and suspended ceilings. The full motion models can be adjusted to the optimal 
viewing position and a nifty cable management system conceals and routes cables 
from ceiling to screen. Additionally, the ceiling mounts can be adjusted in height. 

More products
Additional mounting solutions will be presented at ISE, such as ergonomic laptop
stands and compact phone stands. Furthermore, more dedicated solutions like 
medical wall mounts are on display too. Neomounts’ comprehensive, up-to-date 
assortment of high quality mounting products offer a suitable solution for every 
situation. 

Product overview

Desk mounts 

DS70S-950BL1 Single monitor, 17-49″

DS70S-950WH1 Single monitor, 17-49″ 

DS70S-950WH2 Double monitor, 17-32″

DS75S-950WH2 Double monitor, 17-32″ 

DS70-450BL1 Single monitor, 17-42″ 

DS70-450WH1 Single monitor, 17-42″ 

DS75-450BL2 Double monitor, 17-32″ 

DS75-450WH2 Double monitor, 17-32″ 

DS60-425BL1 Single monitor, 10-27″ 

DS60-425WH1 Single monitor, 10-27″ 

DS60-425BL2       Double monitor, 10-27″ 

DS60-425WH2 Double monitor, 10-27″

DS20-425BL1         Single monitor, 10-17″ 

DS20-425BL2 Double monitor, 10-27″/10-17″

Floor stands

FL55-875BL1 Mobile/motorised, 37-100″

FL55-875WH1 Mobile/motorised, 37-100″

FL50S-825BL1 Mobile, 37-75″  

FL50S-825WH1 Mobile, 37-75″ 

FL50-550BL1 Mobile, 37-75″ 

Tablet mounts

FL15-625WH1 Floor, tilt/rotate 

FL15-750WH1 Floor, fi xed 

DS15-540BL1         Desk, full motion 

DS15-540WH1 Desk, full motion 

DS15-550BL1        Desk, full motion 

DS15-625WH1 Desk, tilt/rotate 

DS15-630WH1 Desk/wall, rotate 

DS15-640WH1 Desk, tilt/rotate

DS15-650WH1 Desk, tilt/rotate

WL15-625WH1 Wall, rotate 

WL15-650WH1 Wall, fi xed 

WL15-660WH1 Wall, fi xed 

Laptop stands

NSLS100 Foldable, 10-22″ 

NSLS300 Vertical, 11-17″

Medical mount

FPMA-HAW300 Full motion, 10-24″

Wall mounts

WL30-550BL12 Fixed, 24-55″

WL30-550BL14  Fixed, 32-65″ 

WL30-550BL16 Fixed, 40-75″ 

WL30-550BL18 Fixed, 43-86″ 

WL35-550BL12 Tilt, 24-55″ 

WL35-550BL14 Tilt, 32-65″ 

WL35-550BL16 Tilt, 40-75″  

WL35-550BL18 Tilt, 43-86″ 

WL40-550BL14 Full motion, 32-55″

WL40-550BL18 Full motion, 43-75″

WL30S-850BL12 Fixed, 24-55″ 

WL30S-850BL14 Fixed, 32-65″ 

WL30S-850BL16 Fixed, 40-82″ 

WL30S-850BL18 Fixed, 43-98″ 

WL35S-850BL12 Tilt, 24-55″ 

WL35S-850BL14 Tilt, 32-65″ 

WL35S-850BL16 Tilt, 40-82″ 

WL35S-850BL18 Tilt, 43-98″ 

WL40S-850BL14 Full motion, 32-55″ 

WL40S-850BL18 Full motion, 43-75″ 

WL30S-950BL19 Fixed, 55-110″  

WL35S-950BL19 Tilt, 55-110″ 

WL55-875WH1                  Motorised, 37-100″ 

Pillar mounts

WL30S-910BL16 Fixed, 40-75″

WL35S-910BL16 Tilt, 40-75″

WL40S-910BL16 Full motion, 40-70″

Ceiling mounts

FPMA-C340DBLACK Full motion, 32-75″

FPMA-C100WHITE Full motion, 10-30″

Projector mounts

CL25-530BL1 Height 25,5 cm

CL25-540BL1 Height 60,5-90,5 cm

CL25-550BL1 Height 74,5-114,5 cm

Accessoires

AVBS-825BL1 Videobar & multimedia kit

AFL55-875BL1 Videobar & multimedia kit

ADM-875WH2                       Dual screen adapter
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